
• Hygienic

• Efficient

• Less CO2

A bag system for 
efficient handling  
of waste products 

ENGLISH
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For a smarter waste management
HYGIENIC

• No contact with waste at any time.

• Spillage around the opening follows into the next 

bag.

• Easy cleaning. 

EFFICIENT

• Always new bag in place.

• Faster bag changes - under 30 sec.

• Less cleaning.

• Flexible changes. You decide when the bag is full, 

no matter the volume of waste. 

ECO-FRIENDLY

• 50% recycled material in all cassettes  

(except Food & Pharma).

• 80% lower CO2 emissions compared to traditional waste bags.

• 100% filling degree.

• Longopac is manufactured in 3-layer polyethylene, which provides 

low raw material consumption in combination with high strength.

• Lower weight and compact packaging mean less storage and 

transport costs. Other colours available when 
ordering full pallets

Standard colours



Step 3:  
Attach another cable tie approximately 
5cm above the first cable tie and cut 
the bag material between them.

Step 2:  
To seal the bag, use a cable tie at  
the top of the waste. 

Step 1:  
The bag cassette is sealed at one end with a cable tie. 
When the bag starts to fill or you simply want to change it, 
you pull the bag down to feed new material out of the cassette.

THIS IS HOW IT WORKS

Calculate your environmental  

savings with Paxxo’s CO2-calculator 

on the website!

Less emission of greenhouse 
gases
Global emissions of greenhouse gases have steadily increased, and 
it is now crucial that the emissions begin to decline at a rapid pace. 
One step is to switch to Longopac, as compared to a traditional 
waste bag, you reduce your CO2  emissions by 80% and plastic 
consumption by 70%.
 
Compared to 1980, we have halved the thickness of our already 
extremely thin, yet strong film and tests show that it has become the 
world’s strongest PE film (in relation to thickness).
Our products have always been environmentally friendly (green) and 
our production becomes greener and more sustainable every year.



Classic Mini 31400 2,9 kg
30451 A4P 
30452 A5L

Classic Mini Food 31436 3,9 kg
30451 A4P 
30452 A5L

Classic Mini Inox 31430 3,9 kg
30451 A4P 
30452 A5L

Classic Midi 30500 3,5 kg
30453 A4P 
30454 A5L

Classic Midi Food 30516 4,5 kg
30453 A4P 
30454 A5L

Classic Midi Inox 30510 4,5 kg
30453 A4P 
30454 A5L

Classic Maxi 30070 5,0 kg
30453 A4P
30454 A5L

Classic Maxi Food 30116 6,0 kg
30453 A4P
30454 A5L

Classic Maxi Inox 30110 5,4 kg
30453 A4P
30454 A5L

Classic Maxi Recycling 30090 5,4 kg
30453 A4P
30454 A5L

Classic Mini / Mini Food   Classic Maxi / Maxi FoodClassic Midi / Midi Food

H = Height, W = Width, D = Depth, I = Inlet

Type Version Item. No. Measures Weight Sign Holder

H x W x D: ............................. 850 x 430 x 400 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 305 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 850 x 430 x 400 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 305 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 850 x 430 x 400 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 305 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 875 X 470 x 440 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 330 X 340 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 875 X 470 x 440 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 330 X 340 mm

H x W x D: ............................ 875 X 470 x 440 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 330 X 340 mm

H x W x D: ........................... 1055 x 650 x 595 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 425 mm

H x W x D: ........................... 1055 x 650 x 595 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 425 mm

H x W x D: ........................... 1055 x 650 x 595 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 425 mm

H x W x D: ............................ 1200 x 580 x 595 mm
I: ........................................................... Ø 425 mm



Classic Recycling

Classic Midi

The Classic family is divided into several groups; Classic, Classic Inox and Classic Food, these in turn are divided into 
the three sizes Mini, Midi and Maxi.
 
Classic Food is of course intended for the food industry and therefore the base plate and cassette holder are designed in PP 
plastic with blue metal detectable material. The legs and wheels are created in stainless steel, which together provide a stand 
with a durable design that meets the hygiene requirements set in this industry.
 
The Classic Mini is slightly different from Midi and Maxi as it is equipped with a base plate in ABS/PC and a cassette holder 

in PP plastic. Classic Midi, Maxi and Reycling are equipped with a base plate and 
cassette holder in PP plastic, but in all versions the legs are aluminium and the 
wheels are galvanized steel.
Classic Inox is just like our standard Classic equipped with a base plate in ABS/
PC and cassette holder in PP plastic, but instead the legs and the nylon-covered 
wheels are in stainless steel to withstand regular cleaning.
  
The latest addition to the family is the Classic Midi, where the bottom plate and 
cassette holder has a new shape, and the legs are in a new position at the back 
of the stand.
This new square profile with slightly rounded corners means that the stand now 
fits better along a wall and thus takes up less space. The new cassette holder 
has also been redesigned to facilitate 
its cleaning. The legs have been placed 
further back on the base plate to give 
more space when changing the bag, 
but also to prevent the bag from getting 
stuck between the legs.
The choice of material (PP) in all the 
plastic parts is another well-thought-out 
detail to make it easier to sort and recy-
cle the stand when it is time to replace it.

 
The Stand family also includes Classic Recycling, which is primarily intended for 
the handling of plastic, paper or other material of larger volumes that are then 
intended to be compressed for recycling.
This stand is only available in the Maxi version and for this the Longopac Ultra 
Lean cassette is advantageously used, which is available in standard or perfo-
rated design, which removes air during compression.
To prevent the recycling material from crawling out of the bag, there is a specially 
designed adaptor disk to place in the opening that prevents this.
You can find the adaptor disk in our accessories.

Focus on environment, hygiene and efficiency



Dynamic Maxi / Maxi PedalDynamic Midi / Midi PedalDynamic Mini / Mini Pedal

Dynamic Mini
34650 Fzb
34660 Inox 6,8 kg

34651 A4P
34652 A5L

Dynamic Mini Pedal
34670 Fzb
34680 Inox 7,7 kg

34651 A4P
34652 A5L

Dynamic Midi
34600 Fzb
34620 Inox 8,7 kg

34653 A4P
34654 A5L

Dynamic Midi Pedal
34640 Fzb
34630 Inox 9,6 kg

34653 A4P
34654 A5L

Dynamic Maxi
34700 Fzb
34710 Inox 9,7 kg

34655 A4P
34656 A5L

Dynamic Maxi Pedal
34720 Fzb
34730 Inox 11 kg

34655 A4P
34656 A5L

Dynamic Midi UBS 34500 6,4 kg
34653 A4P
34654 A5L

 Fzb is galvanised steel. Inox is stainless steel.H = Height, W = Width, D = Depth, I = Inlet

Type Version Item. No Measures Weight Sign holder

H x W x D: ............................. 955 x 395 x 405 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 230 x 230 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 970 x 395 x 485 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 230 x 230 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 955 x 495 x 555 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 320 x 280 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 970 x 495 x 590 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 320 x 280 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 950 x 560 x 575 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 360 x 360 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 970 x 560 x 655 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 360 x 360 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 650 x 280 x 560 mm
I: ................................................. Ø 430 x 165 mm

Dynamic Pedal stands have the same characteristics as the regular Dynamic, but are also equipped with a pedal and lid. 
The lid has been equipped with a damper to give it a softer closing. When the pedal is pressed, the lid is raised to an 85 
degree opening for easier handling of waste or packaging. 
The lid on the Dynamic Pedal can also be set completely open at a 100 degree angle to facilitate a faster loading of a new 
cassette. All plastic parts are made out of a metal-detectable material and the stand is loaded with any of our Longopac Mini, 
Midi or Maxi cassette.

The Dynamic stands are designed to withstand lots of stress and very tough environments which often requires high hygiene 
and therefore regularly must be sanitised.
The stands are designed to give the user a more open work surface to facilitate bag change and cleaning. Dynamic are 
equipped with brakes on the front wheels, which are also larger than on traditional garbage stands.
You choose which side of the cassette holder you want to mount the supplied cable tie holder and the pais of scissors on.

The system for tough and demanding environments



Dynamic Midi UBS

Our stands in the Dynamic family fit perfectly into spaces that are demanding and 
place very high demands on cleanliness and hygiene. 
Our Dynamic UBS (Under Bench Solution) has been specially designed for these 
environments where there is also a limited space. Dynamic UBS is a flexible stand 
for restaurant kitchens, showrooms and catering.
 
Unlike Dynamic Mini, Midi and Maxi, which stands firmly on the floor, we have 
designed Dynamic UBS to fit perfectly under already existing work tops. Dynamic 
UBS has the same dimensions as the rectangular plastic containers that are oth-
erwise common on the market, and which in many cases are already used under 
the work tops at various café chains and restaurants.
 
Unlike the rectangular plastic containers, we have equipped the UBS stand 
with wheels to make it easier for the staff to roll the stand out when changing 
the bag. To make this stand even more easy to use, we have further simplified 
changing the bag by designing the side so it folds down with a simple grip of 
the hand, which then gives full access to the bag. After the bag is replaced, 
the side folds up again with a click and the stand is rolled back into its place. 
It can not be simpler than that!
 
Dynamic UBS is made of powder-coated steel and is easily loaded with any of our 
Longopac Midi cassette.

With focus on hygiene and ease of use



Dynamic Mini Wire Base 34665 Inox 6,7 kg
34651 A4P
34652 A5L

Dynamic Maxi  Wire Base 34715 Inox 8 kg
34655 A4P
34656 A5L

Dynamic Wire Base MaxiDynamic Wire Base Mini

H = Height, W = Width, D = Depth, I = Inlet

Type Version Item. No Measures Weight Sign holder

H x W x D: .......................... 970 x 395 x 485 mm
I: .............................................. Ø 230 x 230 mm

H x W x D: .......................... 951 x 560 x 574 mm
I: .............................................. Ø 358 x 358 mm

The idea we had when we developed 
the Dynamic Wire Base was a prod-
uct for our food segment that would 
withstand tougher cleaning agents and 
could be foamed with advantage.
In addition, you do not need to lay down 
the rack when it is drying, as the grid at 
the bottom enables drainage and faster 
drying. It can of course be used in all 
environments and segments where 
these benefits are necessary.
 
Like the other stands in the Dynamic 
series, they are designed to provide a 
freer work surface that facilitates two 
aspects; bag changes and cleaning. 
The Dynamic Wire Base is also 
equipped with larger front wheels than 
on traditional garbage stands and we 
have added with brakes to them.
You choose yourself which side of the 
cassette holder you want to mount the 
supplied cable tie holder and scissors 
on.

Best solution for demanding cleaning requirements



Dynamic Wall MidiDynamic Wall Mini + lidDynamic Wall Mini

Classic Maxi 30080 2,4 kg
30453 A4P
30454 A5L

Classic Mini 31420 1,7 kg
30451 A4P
30452 A5L

Dynamic Mini 34310 0,9 kg n/a

Dynamic Mini + lid 34330 2,3 kg
34651 A4P
34652 A5L

Dynamic Midi 34335 2,5 kg
34653 A4P
34654 A5L

Classic Wall MaxiClassic Wall Mini

H = Height, W = Width, D = Depth, I = Inlet

Type Version Item. No Measures Weight Sign holder

H x W x D: .............................. 460 x 580 x 660 mm
I:  ............................................................ Ø 425 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 365 x 390 x 450 mm
I: ............................................................ Ø 305 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 140 x 375 x 255 mm
I: .................................................. Ø 285 x 165 mm

H x W x D: ............................. 275 x 385 x 390 mm
I: .................................................. Ø 230 x 230 mm

H x W x D: .............................. 260 x 490 x 400 mm
I: .................................................. Ø 320 x 280 mm

Our wall-hung models are designed to 
be mounted where the space is limited 
and narrow and limited surfaces. They 
are also better where there are greater 
demands on floor hygiene than regular 
floor stands, as the placement on the 
wall facilitates all cleaning around the 
stand.
This makes this series excellent for 
spaces such as bathrooms and toilets.
 
Classic Wall Mini and Wall Maxi have 
cassette holders made out of polypro-
pylene with an aluminium wall brack-
et. These are also available with lids. 
 
Dynamic Wall Mini is made out of 
white powder-coated steel, while Dy-
namic Wall Mini with lid and Wall Midi are made out of silver-coloured powder-coated steel.

Not enough space? Put the holder on the wall



CLEAR
GLASS PAPER

ORGANIC
WASTE

GENERAL
WASTE

COLOURED
GLASS

FOOD &
BEVERAGE
CARTONS

PET
&

CANS

METAL
PACKAGING

PLASTIC 
PACKAGING

Signs and sign holders for Classic & Dynamic
See product charts in folder for specific item numbers.

To further improve garbage and waste management, 
Paxxo has designed a smart and flexible sign system for 
both Classic and Dynamic stands.
 
You mount the signs in an easy and smart way to increase 
the understanding of how the waste should be sorted at 
e.g. a sorting station. 
These signs fit all Classic, Dynamic and Wall solutions ex-
cept Dynamic Wall Mini.
 
We have two types of signs available; A4-Portrait and A5-
Landscape and these can be found in a Nordic or an Inter-
national version.  

In the tables of the various stands, it is clearly visible which 
holder fits which stand.
The signs come in an editable PDF file where you can 
adapt the text to your needs and language, then you easily 
print them on your laser printer.

Use the sign system for a smooth and
easier sorting

Nordic Editio
n



Accessories

Rubber band 
.....................................................Item no. 3102 

The rubber band can be used together with 
all Longopac cassette holders. Effectively 
locks the cassette in place and prevents it 
from unravelling.

Adjustable plate for Classic Mini
...................................................Item no. 31480 
Reduces the consumption of bag material 
and the size of the bag. Primarily intended 
for use with heavy waste.

Dynamic ESD Kit Wheels 
...................................................Item no. 34616  

Contains four castor wheels, two of them 
with brakes. Replaces the original wheels on 
stands used in ESD restricted areas.

Connector for all Classic
.................................................. Item no. 33750

Connects two or more stand products 
simply and securely. It is also possible to 
connect Maxi with Mini.

Safety knife - Cutter kit
Blue  ...................................... Item no. 30440

Kit with cutter in metal detectable PP. Wire 
in stainless steel and cable ties in metal 
detectable PA.

Scissors kit for Dynamic  
Metal detectable - blue  ............ Item no. 34609  
Kit with metal detectable scissors, scissor 
holder and stainless steel wire.

Cable tie holder for Dynamic  
(holder only)
Standard - grey   .................... Item no. 30420
Metal detectable - blue   ........ Item no. 30426 

The cable tie holder for the entire Dynamic 
series.

Cable Tie Holder Classic
Standard - grey  .........................Item no. 30470
Metal detectable - blue  .............Item no. 30476 
Cable tie holder with integrated holder for  
Scissors suitable for Mini, Midi and Maxi.

Frame for Classic Mini
............................................... Item no. 33890 
The frame holds the bag in place.

Frame for Classic Maxi 
.................................................. Item no. 33900

The frame holds the bag in place.

Adapter disc for Classic Maxi
................................................Item no. 30170

Reduces the aperture for easier 
compression of e.g. recycled plastic.

Lid for Classic Mini & Maxi
Mini  ........................................... Item no. 31140  
Maxi  ..........................................Item no. 30140
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The manufacturer Paxxo AB is certified according to ISO 9001 & 14001  
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www.longopac.com

Paxxo AB  •  Bjurögatan 35, SE-211 24 Malmö
www.paxxo.com  •  Tel: +46 40 - 18 60 25 


